MEDHANSH ENTERPRISES
Manufacture and Exporter of all kinds of Bopp & industrial Adhesive tapes
A trustworthy Business Enterprise on which you can rely to avail various types of Tapes
such as Printed BOPP Tape, BOPP Adhesive Tapes, Jumbo rolls, Colored BOPP Tapes,
Paper Masking Tape, Duct Tape, Hot Melt Tape, Double Side Tape, PVC Insulation
Tape, etc. we can also supply of reprocessed BOPP, PP & Raffia Granules.

OUR PRODUCTS

BOPP TAPE

MASKING TAPE

JUMBO ROLL

DUCT TAPE

PRINTED TAPE

PVC TAPES

DOUBLE SIDED CLOTH
TAPE

About us: Trusting us, Medhsansh Enterprises, is the best option for customers if they require to
avail Bopp Granules, Colored Bopp Tapes, Paper Masking Tape, Duct Tape, Hot Melt
Tape, etc. Our company is operational as a trader and exporter, and ensure that whatever
customers seek to avail from us, is delivered in full to their doorsteps. We are backed by
some of the most acknowledged vendors of this market, whose products we deliver to
suffice customer needs. Employees who work in our facility excellently execute each
and every task assigned to them. We are a firm that seeks to fulfill demands of its
customers and the element that makes us able to deliver fully to clients is undoubtedly,
our warehouse. Consequently, we become a trustworthy firm, on which customers trust
for fulfillment of their needs.
Some of the characteristics of our warehouse that leads us towards earning title of a
reliable company are: - It is built across a large space that is appropriately sectioned so
that we store the respective category of product without any hassle.
Our warehouse is operated by sincere individuals who emphasize on punctually
meeting their targets.
In our warehousing facility we have installed security and surveillance equipment that
reduces the chances of any theft.

Our Values
Indeed, it is important for a company to be capable of fulfilling customer's needs, but
valuing customer's contentment is of greater importance. We are a company that
customers praise for its values. The satisfaction that we get after earning their trust, is
highly valued by us. So, we ensure to give the best in return along with benefiting them
on every business deal.
What we value other than our customers are employee's satisfaction. Personnel who
work with our company has the capability to make us the best or the worst in the
industry. Therefore, we treat them in a best and fair manner which positively impacts our
reputation.

Working in A Systematic Way
To achieve success in any field, one must work in a systematic way. Working in
systematic way increases the company's chances to meet its goals on time. In our
company we first make strategy to work efficiently, then emphasize on working
according to our strategies to attain optimum results in a timely manner. Benefits of
working in systematic way is that we win customer's trust by delivering promptly to
their doorsteps, the quality that they desire.

Company Profile
2017 incorporated, we are, Medhsansh Enterprises, a company that is extensively
renowned for being engaged in delivering world class quality Adhesive Printed BOPP
Tape, BOPP Adhesive Tapes, Bopp Granules, Colored Bopp Tapes, and much more.
Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh, India, is the city where we have established our facility, and
this facility is maintained in a manner that helps us undertake our works perfectly.
We are well attributed, and are highly capable of delivering fully to our customers. As
we forbid to disappoint our customers, we emphasize on maintaining attributes that will
help us impress our clients in every business deal. We not only impress customers by
delivering qualitative products, but also by benefiting them in every possible manner.

DESCRIPTION

BOPP TAPES
The commonly used adhesive packing tapes that are used in sealing medium
to heavy-duty carton sealing, shipping, inventory management and in
logistics industries are actually BOPP tapes.
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Jumbo Roll
Regular Colors: Black / White / Clear / Brown & other colors also
Thickness in Micron: 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 48, 50, 52, 55 etc.

JUMBO ROLLS
BOPP Tape Jumbo Roll, Thickness(mm): 36 Micron To 60 Microns.
Length
4000 m to 4500 m
Thickness(mm) 36 Micron to 60 Microns
Color
Brown, Transparent, White
Width
960 mm, 1020 mm, 1315 mm, 1610 mm
Feature
Antistatic, Holographic, Water Proof

PRINTED TAPES

The abbreviation BOPP stands for biaxially oriented polypropylene foil,
which stretches in both directions. The foil is far more stable, its mechanical
solidity increases and it also stretches less. It also looks better (has greater
transparency) and its tear-resistance increases
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Jumbo Roll
Thickness in Micron: 40, 42, 45, 48, 50, 52, 55 etc.

PVC INSULATION TAPE

Electrical tape (or insulating tape) is a type of pressure-sensitive tape used to
insulate electrical wires and other materials that conduct electricity. It can be
made of many plastics, but vinyl is most popular, as it stretches well and
gives an effective and long-lasting insulation.
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Log Roll
Regular Colors: Black / White / Yellow /
Green / Red / Blue

MASKING TAPE
Masking tape, also known as painter's tape, is a type of pressure-sensitive
tape made of a thin and easy-to-tear paper, and an easily released pressuresensitive adhesive. It is available in a variety of widths. It is used mainly in
painting, to mask off areas that should not be painted
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Jumbo Rolls
Regular Colors: Creme white

DUCT TAPE
Duct tape, sometimes called duck tape, is cloth- or scrim-backed pressuresensitive
tape, often coated with polyethylene. There are a variety of constructions using
different backings and
adhesives. One variation is black gaffer tape, which is designed to be nonreflective and cleanly
removed, unlike standard duct tape. Another variation is heat-resistant foil (not
cloth) duct tape useful
for sealing heating and cooling ducts, produced because standard duct tape
fails quickly when used
on heating ducts. Duct tape is generally silvery grey, but also available in other
colors and even printed
designs. It has great stretch and conformability to hold tightly around corners,
bends and curves. The
thicker fabric with more cotton fibers makes this tape more
substantial and durable and the high-tack rubber adhesive
creates both permanent and repositionable bonds.
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Jumbo Roll

DOUBLE SIDED CLOTH TAPE

Double Sided Cloth Tape is a reliable, high shear resistant, double
sided fabric tape
coated with rubber adhesive. It has a Paper & polyester liner which
unwinds smoothly and
ensure easy release. Easily bonds glass, wood, steel, foam etc.
Cloth tapes are very good for bonding to rough surfaces and can be
removed
quickly and cleanly after use. The cloth carrier offers resistance to
tearing, yet can itself be torn by hand.
Sizes Available: Cut Size and Log Rolls
Regular Colors: White with Havana liner

SUPPLIER OF GRANULES
We are suppliers of Recycled PP, Bopp & Raffia Granules. The offered
granules are processed using high quality polypropylene plastic by our
skilled professionals. These granules are widely used in making
different plastic products, household items, automobile parts etc. Our
clients can avail these granules from us in various colors.
Regular Colors: - Black, Green, Blue, Pink, Red, Brown. Etc.

OTHER PRODUCTS

BAG SEALING TAPE

ALUMINIUM TAPE

PAPER CRAFT TAPE

POLYSTER TAPE

TISSUE TAPE

FOAM TAPE

EDGE BINIDING TAPE

TAPE
SUPPLIER OFTISSUE
NATURAL
HONEY

1- Multi-flora honey
2- Eucalyptus Honey
3- Lychee Honey
4- Acacia Honey
5- Ajwain Honey
6- Mix Honey
7- Beri Honey

Contact Details
MEDHANSH ENTERPRISES
Address: House No.20/3, Prem Nagar, Nearby Post Office, Bareilly - 243005, Uttar
Pradesh, India
• Mr. Manoj Sharma (Proprietor)
• Weblink: - www.medhanshenterprises.com
• Email: - medhanshtapes@gmail.com
• Mobile: +918630302269, +919717659851

